
AN ANALYSIS OF THE LETTER AS WORN BY THE CHARACTERS IN THE

SCARLET LETTER BY NATHANIEL HAWTHORNE

The Scarlet Letter, novel by Nathaniel Hawthorne, published in Analysis. The scarlet letter A that Hester is forced to
wear is finely embroidered with.

John Eliot c. Her lover, however, is another matter and he demands to know who it is; Hester refuses to
divulge such information. Symbolism A. Continue Reading. Hester, shocked by Dimmesdale's deterioration,
decides to obtain a release from her vow of silence to her husband. However, as time progresses, the meaning
of the letter changed. Tormented by his guilty conscience, Dimmesdale goes to the square where Hester was
punished years earlier. As a result, she retreats into her own mind and her own thinking. When she dies, she is
buried near the grave of Dimmesdale, and they share a simple slate tombstone engraved with an escutcheon
described as: "On a field, sable , the letter A, gules " "A red letter A written on a black background". As the
novel progresses, Pearl, the offspring of Hester's adulterous affair, becomes more strongly linked to the scarlet
letter A that Hester wears on her clothing; likewise, both Pearl's and the A's symbolism are also more fully
developed. He applies psychological pressure to the minister because he suspects Dimmesdale is Pearl's father.
Above all, the metaphor of the melancholic and mourning brook "whispering tales" and "telling unintelligible
secrets" is particularly beautiful and imprints an enduring image in the reader's mind. The scaffold transforms
throughout the book because they are there for different reasons. As the book begins with Prynne having
already committed her crime, there is no way to discern her character before becoming the town pariah, but
following this change in relations, she settles into an independent and virtuous life in a cottage on the edge of
town. The forest is also associated with Shakespeare's plays where magic happens but also epiphanies. Start
your free trial today for unlimited access to Britannica. All these adjectives make the letter virtually alive, it
feels like a -malevolent- growing creature or a throbbing blushing heart that stands out. As a result, he feels
racked with guilt, so much so that his health begins to deteriorate. Thank you in advance. In the preliminary
"Custom House", the author discloses his vision of "in-betweeness" or liminality, from the latin , which is also
an access door to imagination. Its color, for now at least, is associated with her sin and will be strongly
connected to Pearl throughout the novel. It goes far beyond the standards of richness â€” sumptuary laws â€”
decreed by the colony. But in her isolated and dim nook, this retreat, she also recovers or at least seeks to
recover from this trauma and her alduterous sin. His name contains the root word "dim" which evokes the
feeling of faint, weak, and gloom. The novel also crafts intriguing symmetries between social oppression and
psychological repression. The novel is also said to be the greatest accomplishment of American short story
and is viewed as the first American psychological novel, which makes Hawthorne win an incomparable
position in American Literature. To him, domesticity must be transfigured by the writer's pen cf : the
moonlight which endowed the daily objects with "dignity". This is why Pearl, as we later learn, is not
amenable to social rules. He emphasized the individual's role in the community and the role of women in
society. Chillingworth, losing his will for revenge, dies shortly thereafter and leaves Pearl a substantial
inheritance. The effects of various light intensities, as aforementioned, contribute prominently to this aim. In
the chapter "Hester at Her Needle", he really fleshes out her art and mentions for instance her taste for the
"gorgeously beautiful" or "the exquisite productions". This is also antithetical to his very powerful public
persona, in that he speaks before an audience every week, and is well known to all of them. Throughout the
work, the nature images contrast with the stark darkness of the Puritans and their systems. Forman were the
subjects of an adultery scandal in in England. She is required to wear a scarlet "A" on her dress when she is in
front of the townspeople to shame her. He angrily exclaims that the child's father, the partner in the adulterous
act, should also be punished and vows to find the man. The shunning of Hester also extends to Pearl, who has
no playmates or friends except her mother. Ahead of his time, he also points out and discusses the present-day
controversial autobiographical aspect at least in France! It also represents a place out of civilization, a sort of
wilderness Hawthorne also expands on various types of contrasts between civilization and wilderness such as
the location of Hester's cottage on the outskirts of the town, the wild nature of Pearl or their walks along the
sea and the forest, not to mention the Black Man legend and the "witch party" in the forest told by Mistress
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Hibbins or even Chillingworth the physician who was taught by the "savage indians" the art of medicines, etc.
All these references may be connected with the fire image the letter on fire "A" that pervades the novel. The
smugly pious attitude of the women assembled in front of the prison who condemn Hester is frightening â€”
especially when we hear them suggest that Hester should be scalded with a hot iron applied to her forehead to
mark her as a "hussy," an immoral woman.


